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Although most readers of Current
Content@ (C@ ) are scholars and re-
searchers in the physicaf and life sci-
ences, many seem to enjoy my occasion-
al forays into the world of the arts and
humanities. This is not a coincidence.
Considering the strong correlation be-
tween musical and mathematical ability,
it is not surprising that many CC readers
are excellent musicians. A catalog of
famous scientists who were also musi-
cians would fill several pages.

Aleksandr Borodin, the well-known
Russian composer, was chiefly a chemist
and university professor. He made nota-
ble contributions to research on al-
dehydes and amarine. Borodin often
turned to musical composition when he
wanted to relax from h~ professional sci-
entific work. Yet, he is remembered to-
day fiit as a composer, and second, if at
all, as a chemist. There are numerous ex-
amples of the music-science connection.
It is less well known, however, that sci-
entists often display literary or artistic
creativity. I For example, I was interest-
ed to learn recently about Carl Djeras-
si’sz talent in combining science and
poetry. And Louis Pasteur was a remark-
able portrait painter.

The essentiaf unity of the humanities
and science is especially apparent when
we consider the nature of such fields as
medical anthropology, computerized
and electronic music, the history of
science, biomedical ethics and commu-
nication, and dozens of others that
bridge the two cultures. Someday soon,

through co-citation analysis and cluster
mapping, we hope to demonstrate more
systematically the “connectivity” of the
natural and social sciences with the arts
and humanities. Meanwhile, I am re-
minded of Jacob BronowskP and the ob-
servation made by hlm and Bruce Maz-
lish in The Western Intellectual Tmdi-
tion: “Every thoughtful man who hopes
for the creation of a contemporary
culture knows that th~ hinges on one
central problem—to find a coherent re-
lation between science and the humani-
ties.”q (p. vii)

You may reasonably ask, therefore,
why it is that we segment ISI@’sdatabase
into three areas—sciences, social sci-
ences, and the arts and humanities. Why
isn’t there one unified index to the entire
body of scholarly literature? Indeed, at
1S1 we now maintain machine-readable
fdes that essentially constitute that uni-
fied index.

The answer to this question is almost
purely economic. There is much more
journal literature published in the
sciences than there is in the humanities.
Librarians of arts and humanities collec-
tions certainly would find it difficult to
purchase a untiled index, whose greater
part they view as non-essential for their
users’ information needs. Increased use
of online files has already made and will
make it a little easier to conduct inter-
disciplinary searches. But the present
realities of marketing make it necessary
for us to produce not only a separate
Arts & Humanities Citation Index”
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(A&HCI ‘u) print product, but a sepa-
rate ordiie file as well.

It is unlikely that the average reader of
CC would think to consult the A&HCZ,
even though there are hundreds of ex-
amples that show there are important
benefits to be derived for the scientist
from such use. Aside from a lack of
familiarity with the A&lKZand the false
assumption that there is little in it for the
scientist, there is another impednent
that stops scientists from using the
A&HCI.

Although the A&HCY is available in
most large university libra~ systems, I
suspect it is perhaps not conveniently ac-
cessible to users of specialized science li-
braries that are often physically removed
from the main library. We have taken
steps to solve this problem. The A&HCI
file is now available online through the
BRS system, and is known as Arts & Hu-
manities SEARCH ‘“. Thus, you’lf be
able to use the A&HCZ online much the
same way as you use SCISEARCP for
the Science Citation Znde-# (SCF ) and
Social SCISEARCI@ for the Social Sci-
ences Citation Znde@ (SSCP ).5

In terms of format and content, jour-
nals in the arts and humanities differ
considerably from their counterparts in
the physical and social sciences. In
accommodating such differences, we
found it necessary to modiiy the way we
index and present bibliographic infor-
mation from humanities joumals,~g in
both the printed version and online.
Therefore, I think it will serve you well if
we describe how you can use the A&HCI
both for multidisciplinary searches and
in pursuing your occasional desire to
find out more about your favorite artist,
composer, or novelist. The A&HCI
gives you access to these and the
literature of 15 major fields (see Table
1), including the history and philosophy
of science.

Indeed, if you should be so fortunate
as to receive a Nobel Prize in medicine
or physics, or some other such honor,

Table 1: Selected d~ciplines in the arts and humani-
ties covered by the A &HCI ‘m.

archaeology
architecture
art
claasics
dance
fiim, TV & radio
folklors
history
language & linguistics
literature
music
oriental studies
philosophy
theater
theology & refigious studies

you might find yourself rubbing shoul-
ders with alf sorts of literary figures. So it
might be advantageous for you to find
out quickly what the world of scholar-
ship thinks about people like Gabriel
Garc~a M5rquez, Isaac Bashevis Singer,
or William Goldmg, the 1983 Nobel lau-
reate for literature, whom we will du-
cuss very soon in our review of the 1983
prizes.

So, just how do you use the Arts &
Humanities Citation Index?

Suppose you are preparing a lecture
on how sociocultural factors influence
the development of science. You may
know that a recent book, The Mismea-
sure of Man, by Harvard zoologist
Stephen Jay Gould, addresses this prob-
lem. 10To discover what arts and human-
ities authors may contribute to your
discussion, you could turn to the Cita-
tion Index of the printed edhion of the
A&HCZ or you could search online for
the cited reference (CR) in Arts& Hu-
manities SEARCH.

In the fist of cited works by Gould,
illustrated in Figure 1, you may im-
mediately notice a difference in for-
mat from that of the SC1 or SSCZ the
cited works are arranged alphabeti-
cally rather than chronologically. We
changed the format because books have
greater importance as the medium of
scholarly communication in the humani-
ties than in the sciences. These books,
frequently “classics,” often appear in
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Ffgare h Sample entry from the 19S2 A&HC1 ‘“
citation Index. The cited author is S.3. Gould.
Listed beneath his name, in alphabetic order, are
the titles of his works cited in 19S3. The arrow
points to his book The Mismeaswe of Mon. An
asterisk appesrs beside the condensed citatioms
for the nine citing articles. A condeoaed citation
includes the author’s name, an abbreviated ver-
sion of the journal title, volume, fitpage, and
year. A code letter appearing between the joumsl
title and volume number indicates the type of
citing article. (A key to these codes appears
below). The absence of a code letter indicates
that the citing item is an article. These cwies aF-
pear both in the Citation Index and in the
Geographic Section of the Corpomte Index. In a
Source Index entry, the type of citing article is
written out fully sfter the title of the item.
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ARTICLE
ART REVfEW
BOOK REVIEW
CORRECTION (includes additions,
errsta)
DISCUSSION
EDfTORIAL (includes interviews)
FILM REVIEW
MUSIC SCORE REVfEW
RECORD REVIEW
BIOGRAPHICAL ITEM (includes
items about indkiduals, tributes,
obituaries)
MUSIC PERFORMANCE REV.
CHRONOLOGY
LETTER
MEETING ABSTRACT
NOTE
FICTION/PROSE (includes short
stories and other works of creative
prose)
SCRIPT (includes fti sC1’iptS,phfi,
and TV/radio .wipts)
BIBLIOGRAPHY, REVIEW (includes
review articles not performance re-
views, bibliographies, all “ographies”—
discographies, ftiographles, etc. )
MUSIC SCORE
THEATER REVIEW
TV/RADIO REVIEW
EXCERPT
POEM
DANCE REVIEW

numerous edhions. If these books were
arranged chronologically, citations to
the same works would be widely
separated.

Note the journals in 1983 that con-
tained articles citing Gould’s book:
British Journal for the History of Sci-
ence, Ethics, Inquiry, Architectuml Re-
vie w, Bound Two—A Journal of Post-
modem Litemture, Research Quarterly
for Exercise and Sport, Journal of Con-
tempomry Hirtory, Social Studies of Sci-
ence, and Art Bulletin. This group surely
demonstrates the value of citation index-
ing in bridging the two-culture chasm.
And the Source Index can give you full
bibliographic information on these arti-
cles, just as the Source Index of the SC1
or SSC1 does. 11.12The entries for five of
these articles appear in Figure 2.

Apart from the alphabetic rather than
chronologic arrangement of cited works
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Ffgum 28 19S3A& HCI w Source Index ent ties for five
authors citing S.J. Gouldk The Mismeasure of Man. An
arrow pointsto thiswmk in eachentry’slistof condensed
citations.Full bibliographic informstion for a citing arti-
cle isgivenin a SourceIndex entry name of author, cwle
for thelanguageof theitem if other thanEnglish, full title
of item, typeof item if other thanan article, journal title,
volume, number, year, full pagination, number of refer-
ences, and author’saddress.The list of condensedcita-
tionsfollows,Note that in the entry for A, Janiksreview
of Gould’s book, an implicit citationto The Mismeaswe
of Man has been created, so that the reriew can be re-
trieved through the Citation Index.
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in the Citation Index of the A&HCZ,
there are a few other fdlips that will in-
terest you. For example, humanities
scholars frequently make “implicit” cita-
tions. Often they discuss well-known
works, such as a play by Shakespeare,
but they may not explicitly cite the work
in a footnote or include it in a bibliog-
raphy. It is accepted as common wis-
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dom. But when 1S1 indexers read such
articles, they dlg out these references
and create an implicit citation to the
work. Ths allows you to retrieve an arti-
cle relevant to the play you are studying,
regardless of the title chosen by the au-
thor. Whfle this does occur in the sci-
ences, it is far less prevalent or signifi-
cant.

Implicit citations are also used in the
A&HCI for illustrations of works of art.
For example, suppose you are interested
in the optical illusions used by M.C.
Escher in h~ art. You would turn to the
Citation Index once again for a list of
citing articles in which Escher’s artwork
appears. (See Figure 3.) This is especial-
ly helpful if you want to show some slides
in your lecture and are searching for il-
lustrations. Implicit citations to artwork
lead you not only to the illustrations
themselves, but it’s likely that the article
itself will contain some discussion of
these works that is relevant to your lec-
ture. The creation of implicit citations to
illustrations is a feature we have dis-
cussed for pathology and other articles,
but it is a luxury we can’t yet afford, since
there is so much literature involved.

By extension of thw principle of aug-
mented indexing, you wouldn’t believe
how carefully we treat book reviews. In-
deed, book reviews can make or break a

FfgEEre3: Sample entry from 1983 A&HCI ‘“ Cita-
tion Index. Works of art by M.C. Escher cited in
19S3 are listed beneath his name. The notation
+ ILL indicates that the citing article contains an

illustration of that work of art by Escher.
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FfgsIra 41 19S3 A&HCI ‘“ Source Index entry for
T. Klockmann. In addition to fuU bibliographic
information, condensed citations for works cited
in hla paper, and the autho<s address, a black box

aPP-ng before the article title indicates it w=
selected from a journal fully covered in either the
SCP or SSCP. A two-letter cede, iss paren-
theses, indicates the language in which it was
written. (A kc y to the language codes appeara
below.) The entries below Klockmasm’s, fnr
Klockner and for Kioefkora, illustrate how sec-
ond authors are cross-referenced to fnt authors,
under whose names you will find complete
bibliographic information.
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scholar, and some can be as long as a
scientific article. We index over 88,000
book reviews a year in the A&HCI and
the SKI. We not only include the name
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Ffgma 5: 19S3 A&HCI ‘“ PSI entry for the primary

term 4’Ccok, James.” The co-terms “botanical,”
“voyage,” and so on, lead to the same author, B.
Schti. FuU blbliogrephk information for SChtifs
article is obtained from the Source Index, also U-
Iustrated here. Note that the author’s vague title is
enriched with terms added in parentheses. In a
PSI ent~, the”+” denotes that the seurce item is
a review. An arrow next to an author’s name sig-
nals its fiit appearance under a main heading.
This feature avoids redundant trips to the Source
Index,
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of the reviewer in the Source Index, but
we also create an implicit citation for the
book under the author’s name.

The Citation Index entry for a particu-
lar author or artist can also give you a
quick overview of his or her works that
have been cited or reviewed during the
period covered by the index, as Gould’s
1983 Citation Index entry illustrates (Fig-
ure 1). Incidentally, he recently re-
viewed Dear Lord Rothschild 3 in Sci-
ence; 14 that entry will appear in the first
1985 edition of the A&HCZ.

If all this doesn’t appeal to your re-
search tastes, consider this. Perhaps
your spouse is bored with your latest ul-
trasonic probe of a fish embryo. But he
or she may be interested in ballet artists
like Merrill Ashley or Mikhail Baryshni-
kov. The A&HCI Citation Index con-
tains references to dance performance
reviews of these and other superstars of
the ballet. Alternatively, if you are inter-
ested in a particular Bach cantata, the
A&HCI can guide you to recent musico-
Iogicaf studies, as well as record and per-
formance reviews. As you can see, not
only is the A &HCZ useful to you profes-
sionally, but you and your mate wilf find
it valuable in pursuing your after-hours
interests.

If you simply want to locate an article
written by one of your colleagues in the
ethnology department, use the Source
Index just the way you do with the SSCI
or the SCZ. You may be surprised how
much humanities scholarship is reported
in journals instead of books these days.
Nevertheless, the single-authored mon~
graph is still the primary grist of citations
in humanities literature. If you were on
the faculty of the Free University of
Berlin, you might not realize that your
colleague T. Klockmann, in the Institute
of Ethnology, wrote an interesting arti-
cle in 1983 on farnihal relationships in
South Africa that was published in the
journal Anthropos. (See Figure 4.)

Like the SCI and SSCZ, the A&HCI
has its Permuterm@ Subject Index (PSI).
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By using this keyword index, you can
fmd articles on a subject even when you
are unfamiliar with the literature in that
field. Here you wilf fmd another impor-
tant feature of the A&HCI, one that is
not a part of the SCI or SSC1. 1S1index-
ers, on occasion, add enrichment words
or phrases to an article’s title. This
special treatment is necessary because
arts and humanities authors often give
metaphorical or whimsical titles to their
work. To an article so titled, the indexer
adds specific relevant terms. These en-
richment terms are permuted along with
the original terms in the author’s title
and allow you to find important material
that might have otherwise been missed.
Consider the PSI and Source Index en-
tries in Figure 5. Had we not added the
parenthetical notation about the botani-
cal drawings made during Captain James
Cook’s Pacific voyages, you would fail to
find Schtifs relevant 1983 article in the
Smithsonian. Until the intelligent com-
puter can recognize such subtleties, we
need indexers to prevent the machine
from treating book or opera titles in odd
ways. For example, Wagner’s Tristan
und Isolde might otherwise appear in
our PSI under the separate headings
“Tristan” and “Isolde.” This wouldn’t be
so terrible, but even more absurd ex-
amples would be titles liie J. D. Salin-
ger’s Catcher in the Rye, Subtle is the
Lord, 15 and so on. All of the above
makes for what librarians call an “ex-
haustive” indexing system—one that
unites the efficiency of the computer
with the expertise of our own subject
specialists. Incidentally, that last title is a
marvelous book about Einstein by Abra-
ham Pais, Rockefeller University. It was
reviewed widely in the press and in
A rnerican Jewish History by the ubiqui-
tous scientist-writer Isaac Asimov.lb

The A&HCZ also has its Corpomte In-
dex. Suppose you want to find articles
written by the staff of the Wellcome In-
stitute for the History of Medicine in
London. Turn to the Corporate Index,

Ffgnre da; 1983 A&HCI ‘u Corpomte Index,
Geographic Section. The main heading is the
name of the country or state. Main headings are
alphabetically subdivided by city. Then folfows
each institution or departmental subdltilon in
which authors have pubfiahed during the indexing
period. The entry for the Weffcome Institute for
the History of Medicine alsu contains a subdivi-
sion for its Science Museum. Then follow con-
densed citations to articles publiied by staff of
the WeUcOme Institute. “B ideates that many
of theac articles are buok reviews.
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Ffgure db: 1983 A&HCI ‘“ Corpomte Index, Orga-
nization Section. The Weflcome Institute for the
Hutory of Medicine is cross-referenced to Lon-
don, Engtsnd.
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and you will find a dozen articles or re-
views published by staff of the Wellcome
Institute in 1983. (See Figure 6a.) The
alphabetically arranged Organization
Section tells you the country and city
under which particular institutions are
listed. The main portion of the Cor-
pomte Index is arranged geographically.
(See Figure 6b.)

This concfudes our brief review on
how to use the A&HCI. I would encour-
age you to look carefully through the in-
structional matter provided in the Guide
& Journal Lists that accompanies the
yearly cumulated edition of the index for
detailed descriptions of specific fea-

tures, as well as for numerous sample
searches. I hope this review has given
you a gliipse of the cross-disciplinary
research posaibiMies that the A&HCI of-
fers, as well as its usefulness in investi-
gating some of your more casual inter-
ests.

The summary on “How to Use the
A&HCI” that follows is provided in a
format designed to be copied for stu-
dents and friends. Enjoy!

*****

My thanks to David A. Pendlebury
and Roger Williams for their help in the
prepamtion of this essay, Q1as51s1
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How to Use the Art.r & Hurrron{tfes Citatfon Index (A&HCJl

The Arts & Humanities Citation Index n
(A&JICl’) covers the entire ccrntents of more thal
1,XXIjournals in the arts and humanities. It SJSOin
eludes selections from seine 5,fQ3 other journals
The A&HCI is pubJished annusdfy, but it appears i]
three installments--two “perfect’’-beund interin
issues and a buckram-bound year-end cumulation
Its unique multidiaciphnsry coverage witJ appeaJ tt
schotsrs in alJ fields.

The A&HCI system consists of four Sepamte wc
tions.

Source Index. An alphabetic listing of aU author
and aU papers pubkhed during the period coverw
by the index. FuJJbibliographic information is pro
tided, includlng author@), language, title (includm[
supplementary enrichment terms added by ISP in
dexe~), publication type (article, book review
creative prose, editorial, note, poem, and an on)
joumsJ title, volume, hue number, fuU pagination

year of publication, number of references cited, ant
addresses of the authors when avaitable. A citatiol
“abstract”-a Iiit of condensed citations of aU refer
ences cited in the indexed article-is included
These are liited alphabetically by author. Whe]
works of art or musical scores are grspK1caU!
reproduced in a paper, A& HCI desigrrates them ~
the notations ~ ILL snd } MUS, respectively.

Citation Index. An sJphabetic listing by author o
cited papers, books, and creative works (paintings
sculpt ures, musical compositions, Jiis, records
noveki, poems, as weU as dance, music, and theate]
performances), arranged alphabeticzdly by title o
work. As in the Source hdex, reproductions of ar
or musicals ores in the citing article are indicatff

1by + ILL or MUS, respectively. This notation WU
appear beside the title of the work. Along with th<
author’s name, journal title, volume, year, and Pag(
number, a letter code is given that ideates the tyfx
of citing item.

The Citation Index section alsn includes (1) tht
“MiiceUaneous Citation Index,” which covem
among other things, citations to corporately au
thored Juden-Christian or Islamic reJigious writings
and citations to productions by musical groups
dance companies, and so on, and (2) the “Anony
mcms Citation Index, ” which covers anonymou!
works of art, titersture, and music, as weU w

anonymous sacred or religious writings not belong
ing to the Judee-Christian or Iafamic traditions.

Perrnukmrrr@Subject Index (PS/). AU sign~lcanl
title words are permuted to create aU possible pairs
including enrichment terms. Each term and its co
term then become an entry in the PSI. Many title!
are enriched with key words by an 1S1 indexer,

Corporate Index. Consists of two complemental
parts. The Geographic Section is subdivided ac
cording to country, city, institution, and depart.
ment. The sfphabetic Organization Section cross.
references each institution to its geographk 10CS.
tion.

The folbving examples from the 19S3 A&HCI iJ-
Iustrate its use.

There are searchhg strategies available with the
4&HCI for both the expert and the beginner. Prior
knowledge of a subject and its literature can makes

search easier, but even a novice can quickly Iocet
relevant material.

For example, suppose you are researching humo
in the writings of Herman MelvifJe. H you knoy
somethmg abnut this subject, you wiff recatf previ
ously published bnoks and articles on this subjec{
such as Edward H. Roaenberry’s Melville and th
Comic Spirit (Harvard University Press Cambridge
Massachusetts, 1955). Fmd the entry for Rmcnbem
in the alphalwticrdfy arranged Cimrion Indel (ifh
trated in Figure A). You discover three articles ths
have cited Rosenberry’s bunk. Obtain complete bib
liogrsphlc information for each citing paper frnn
the Sourre Zndex shown in Figure B.

On the other hand, if you know little or nothin
about thii topic, turn fiit to the PSI. As shown u
f+gure C, a check under the main term “Melville
end its cc-terms “comic” and “humofl leads you tt
three articles. Note that the article by J. Brymt CSI
be retrieved through both the Citation Index and th
PSI. The fuU entries from the Source Index for th,
other two articles appear in Piiure D; they are kc)
reviews of J. Muahabac’s recent bnok Melville’
Humor, A Critical Study (Shoe String Press: Ham
den, Connecticut, 19S1), one of them by C.L
Karcher of Temple University.

You can also learn what a particular author ha
published tbmugh the alphabetic Source Index. Fo
example, if you know W .B, DiJJingham is a Melvifk
scholar, a glance at Dtigham’s entry in the Sourc(
Index (Figure D) reveals his contributions for tha
year.

The Corpomte Index identiles aU papers pub
Iiied in a particular institution, city, state, or coun
try. For example, Piiure E shows the en~ for Tern
ple University in PhUadelphia, as weU se severs
other institutions. KarcheFs retiew of Muehabac’
honk is Iiited here, along with dozens of other ar
titles from Temple.

The Citation Index afJowa you to begin with (
known work on a subject and leek forward irrtirm
to discover recent advancss or a new pem.pectivt
from a reJated field. The PSI alfows you to searcl
systematically by titte word and by eerichmen
terms. AdditionaUy, among indexes covering tht
arts and humanities, the A &HCI is unique in it
xnethed of indexing works of art end musical score

and designates them in the Citation Index and th{
Source Index by the notations # JLL and 1 MUS
respectively.

A deteifed schematic explanation of search tech
niques appears in the front matter of each annua
A&HCI edition. The complete Guide & Jouma
Lists is afao printed separately each year and con
tains a blbtiogrsphy, statistical data, glossary o
terms, and selected articles. For further informs
tion, contact ISf’s Customer Services Department
3S01 Market Street, Phdadelphia, Pennsylvania
19104.

Usrr%ii%%kwbfl.
3501 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104 U.S.A.
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I
! Sample Emrfesfrom the 19S3 Arts& HumanitiesCitation Index” (A&HCI ‘“)
i

~ FfEure
I
I
I
1,
I Ct!ed

I A.thor
I

; Cited
1 Book
:

1
I
I
~

A: Portion of A& HC1’s Citation Index
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E&?;iE~& EH.,n~.,:,m,~:~.,...,...,........n,....,.~..~
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iFfgureB: Relevant entries from Source Index for

~ Figure A.
BRYANT J
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F@e C: Portion of Permuterrn@ Subject Index
(Psi).

Main

Heading-

r

Relevant

Cc-terms

!

- MELWLLE

y&~;; X#!ff”

==, : $%EP%

mtwsosw

?’

RA;y;nN
COPARAD --- BRODHEAD RI(+

--- HOLLAHAN E+
--- TROTTER D+
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COOPSR ---- SCHARNHO.6
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FlgEEreD: Relevant entries from Source Index for

F@re C.
OELtiNGHAPA WB
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Flgsms E: Sample from Corpomte Index, Geo-
graphic Section.
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HeadinB
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